The 
Introduction
Question Answering(QA) is defined as the task whereby an automated machine answers arbitrary questions formulated in natural language [1] . Ontological question answering systems [2] [3] [4] means that knowledge base is built based on ontology [5] [6] [7] , users could raise questions in natural language and the system will return accurate answers to users directly after question analyzing, information retrieval and answer extraction.
Previous investigations have shown that there are several important challenges in the ontological QA system needed to be improved, in which how to understand the intention of user questions in question analyzing phase, and how to map user intention to the ontological query statement. The former can be resolved through natural language processing technology, while the latter is crucial for ontology retrieval to get answer. For the latter, there are some relevant research, such as ACE [2] , AquaLog [3] , QACID [4] . ACE transfers the restricted natural language into intermediate logical form, and then transfers into formal query language by rewriting framework. ACE needs to restrict the format of natural language questions. AquaLog adopts an intermediate representation of user-defined triad, classifies the problem manually, but user involvement is necessary in identification process of multi-candidate concepts and relationships, AquaLog is a semi-automatic process. QACID implements an entailment engine to retrieve answers for new queries, which deducts semantic inferences between them and the predefined users' requirements. Gao [8] studied the semantics mapping problem of natural language questions to OWL, the process of archiving problem variable commentary is abstracted to the computation of maximum value by defining a number of constraint functions. The above methods mainly derive the query statement based on question directly in semantic logical way, the performance is still unsatisfied. This paper derives the query statement of questions in indirect way, and thinks that query statements should also be similar if corresponding questions patterns are similar. This paper proposes a kind of QA retrieval method based on Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) [9, 10] . The corresponding query statement in ontology knowledge base of each question in question set is transformed into query pattern, and the question-query-pattern set is established. The most similar query pattern of given question will be identified and used to obtain really query statement for retrieving ontology, and then the answer is extracted, thereby the QA retrieval of ontological knowledge base is achieved.
The subsequent sections are organized as follows: The next section is a simple ontology introduction, which is the base of QA system. Section 3 presents the system architecture, which describes the establishment of FAQ in detail, also question similarity computation and answer Research and Implementation of Ontological QA System based on FAQ Hanxing Liu, Xudong Lin, Caixing Liu extraction. Section 4 presents the experiments of evaluating this approach and Finally, Section 5 sums up the paper with the conclusion.
Ontological Knowledge Base

College Ontology
Ontology means specific formal specification of shared conceptual model and their relationships within a specific domain. Ontology can be represented with five elements, O=(C,R,F,A,I), C means concept or class, R means relationship, F means function, A means axiom, I means instance. Ontology Language is OWL [6] , Jena [7] is a Java framework for building semantic web applications. The ontological knowledge is saved in triple form, namely Subject, Predicate and Object. This paper adopts the College ontology of instOntology.owl [11] from Stanford University Web site as knowledge base, and it is adjusted according to our college and expanded with some instances. Its structure is shown in Figure 1 . 
QA System
System Design
The system (as shown in Figure 2 ) consists of three parts: question interpretation, information retrieval, FAQ set management (establishment and update). The foreground that deals with user's question includes questions interpretation and information retrieval, while the establishment and update of FAQ set is background function in this system.
Generally QA system based on FAQ seeks out the question matched with user question in the existing Q&A set, and return corresponding answers directly to the user. This paper extends this idea, and thinks that query and retrieval statements should also be similar if corresponding questions patterns are similar. Obviously answers for Q2 and Q3 are different, but their query pattern in ontological knowledge base is the same, because they all ask the associated courses with the same class (discipline). Namely, if query pattern of Q2 is known, Q3 query pattern can be obtained by calculating the similarity of questions, and then the answer to question Q3 can be obtained by retrieving ontology knowledge base. Therefore, the FAQ set built in this paper refers to the set of "question-query pattern" (hereinafter the same). The process for user question is described as follows: 
Establishment of FAQ set
When establishing FAQ set, the questions will be pre-treated at first, the process include: analyzing question, determining query pattern, annotating question, summing up and indexing annotated question set. A question processed by the first three steps can be expressed in the following XML format. (2) . (4)The annotated FAQ set is established after pre-treating all questions in FAQ set according to above steps, the next step is to sum up and index the FAQ set. In order to facilitate the following computing of questions similarity, the Focus will decide the type of question, the Interrogative will decide how to answer this question, the Pattern keyword will be used in computing questions similarity, and the Query pattern will be used in obtaining SPARQL query statement for querying ontology.
Computing of Question Similarity
Question similarity refers to the similarity between the keyword set of given question annotated by ontology and the pattern keyword set of FAQ question, and instance keywords have been replaced with class keywords in the keyword set of ontology.
VSM method based on statistics
The basic idea of VSM(Vector Space Model) is to simplify document (question in this paper) to vector expression, characteristic value of vector is obtained by statistical methods, the pattern keywords of question is involved in statistics in this paper. If all words included in FAQ questions are W 1 , W 2 , ⋯, Wn, and each question in FAQ is expressed as a n-dimension vector T=<T 1 The above method considers the frequency (TF value) of different words in question, and the ability (IDF values) to distinguish different questions in the whole FAQ database. This method is easy to implement, does not require any deep interpretation of question content, but the data set involved in statistics is required to reach a certain scale.
Semantics Similarity
Question semantic similarity is mainly computed by similarity of keyword in question. This paper adopts a combined method to compute keyword similarity that combines General Ontology HowNet [13] and Domain Ontology [14] . The formulas are:
(1) if A i and B j all are terms in ontology, their concept similarity can be computed as:
Sim(A i ,B j )=β×ISim(A i ,B j )+γ×Sim fss (A i ,B j
Where ISim refers to the initial concept similarity of semantic based on distance. Sim ) (2) fss refers to the If the similarity between the words has been known, the similarity between two questions can be computed as Formula (4) 
Extracting Answers
The first step of extracting answer is to obtain the SPARQL statement of user question. In order to obtain the SPARQL statement, the class name in query pattern will be replaced with corresponding instance name in user question, according to query patterns and replace-pair in the most similar FAQ question.
The next step is to retrieve ontology by using SPARQL statement and to extract the answer from returned results. Some questions can regard the results as answer directly, such as enumerate question. But some questions like true-false or how-much can not use the results as answer directly, the retrieval results need logical judgment or quantity statistics before answering question. This paper will deal this additional process into query pattern. For example, Question with "How many subjects are there in College of Information", the most accurate answer is to list the names of different subject, then count and output a number as answer, the query statement can be regarded as a collection of several statements.
Updating FAQ database
Updating FAQ database must be considered when designing system, also be the key for constant system learning and answering new questions. This paper adopts threshold method to control the updating. If the maximum similarity is greater than threshold, then the query pattern corresponding to target statement is thought to exist already. On the other hand, if the maximum similarity is less than threshold, the system will think that there is no corresponding query pattern in the FAQ database, then this question will be added to FAQ database after annotating so as to update FAQ database.
Experiment and Result
Based on the above design, the system adopt Protégé[15] to edit ontology, College Ontology includes 30 classes and 40 properties, mainly involves persons in college (teacher and student), Hanxing Liu, Xudong Lin, Caixing Liu publications (journal article, conference paper and bookmaking), events (meeting, working group), research domain and so on.
Question samples used in the experiment comes from two ways: the first is to collect questions related with Colleges and Universities from the WEB using search engines (610 samples), the second is to quiz questions in natural language by teachers and students in our college (340 samples). The above question samples are divided into training set and test set after initial filtration, that training set is used to build FAQ. When testing system with test set, the first five questions that have high similarity with given question are returned as returned-question-set, and the query pattern of the first question with the highest similarity is default to be used to answer question, wrong answer or incapable answer will be deemed to answer error. The average accuracy of two methods is 72.1%, better than 69.11% of AquaLog, average MRR of two methods reaches to 0.81, it indicates that our approach is feasible. When establishing FAQ of "question-query pattern", query patterns in training set are specified manually, so as to resolve the fuzzy inference problem of mapping questions in natural language to SPARQL statement. Certainly, the system also have the following blemishes: user needs to be familiar with SPARQL statement when establishing FAQ, workload is some large, the method of computing question similarity requires further improvement, the method of conversion from query pattern to actual query requires further optimization.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this research is the development of a methodology to create a ontological QA system based on FAQ. We mainly analyze the problem of mapping user question in natural language to ontology query statement. By constructing the "questions-query pattern" set of FAQ in an college domain, question similarity is computed with statistics and semantics method in order to obtain the query pattern of user questions, and answer is extracted from the query results of ontology knowledge base. Despite its advantages, this method also reveals a weakness that the FAQ cannot cover all question pattern of ontology knowledge base in specific domain, consequently in practical applications, the size of FAQ set will affect the system performance. 
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